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EDITORIAL
Welcome to this year's first issue of Expert Update. The first thing to report is that our Expert
Update editor, Frans Coenen, has decided to hand over his responsibilities to another BCS-SGAI
committee member. Frans was instrumental in initiating this magazine which over the years has
proved to be a useful information dissemination outlet for the BCS-SGAI.
In this issue of Expert Update we have a collection of papers from the AI-2003 and AI-2004
conference poster sessions. The selected eight papers are those that received the highest number
of votes from the conference delegates at the poster sessions. In each year the paper receiving the
best poster award is indicated with an asterisk.
Nirmalie Wiratunga
Acting Editor Expert Update
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Similarity Searching using Atom Environments,
Information Gain based Feature Selection and
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Abstract
A novel technique for similarity searching is introduced. Molecules
are represented by atom environments, which are fed into an
information-gain based feature selection. A Naïve Bayesian Classifier
is then employed for compound classification. The new method is
tested by its ability to retrieve five sets of active molecules seeded in
the MDL Drug Data Report (MDDR). In comparison experiments,
the algorithm outperforms all current retrieval methods assessed here
using two- and three-dimensional descriptors and offers insight into
the significance of structural components for binding.

1.

Introduction

Similarity searching for molecular structures has become an increasingly important
subject, in particular in the pharmaceutical industry [1]. Over the years many
methods have been developed. However, as almost all the methods are knowledge
based, each approach is tailored for specific applications (such as receptor binding,
prediction of physicochemical or ADME/Tox properties, etc.).
Here we present a general method, which employs atom environments [2,3,4] to
describe the molecule and information gain based feature selection [5] (to reduce
the number of features we are looking for). For classification we use a Naïve
Bayesian Classifier for calculating probabilities of class membership, i.e. whether
the compound under consideration is likely to be active or inactive.
The method is applied and validated using datasets derived from the MDDR
database [6,7].

2.

Method

A novel molecular descriptor based on “atom environments” [2,3,4] has been
developed. A unique atom environment descriptor of each individual atom is
calculated, where counts of Sybyl atom types [8] up to a given bond depth are
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considered to construct the atom environment vector. Sets of atom environments
for all atoms of a molecule define the fingerprint of a molecule (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Illustration of descriptor generation step, applied to an aromatic carbon
atom.
The resulting fingerprints are subject to information-gain based feature selection,
based on the entropy of the subsets that are partitioned with respect to the feature
under consideration (where S is entropy, |S| is the total number of data sets, Sv is
the entropy in data subset v, |Sv| is the number of data sets in subset v and p is the
probability for a compound to belong to the class under consideration):

Sv

I =S−
v

S =−

S

Sv

p log 2 p

Scoring of compounds is performed using a Naïve Bayesian Classifier, which has
shown to give results comparable to more sophisticated machine learning
approaches in text classification (hact/inact is the hypothesis for active and inactive
compounds respectively, di is descriptor number i and P states a probability).

P(hact )∏i P(d i | hact )
P(hact | D )
=
P(hinact | D) P(hinact )∏i P(d i | hinact )
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3.

Validation

3.1

Lead Discovery

We present the performance of this algorithm, using cross-validation and different
data sets derived from the MDDR database [6,7]. It is compared to those of
established methods.
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Figure 2. Mean sample hit rates of the Atom Environment approach (black), in
comparison to established methods (grey).
It performs as well as other 2-dimensional methods when using single queries.
Given the advantage that our algorithm is able to combine information from several
molecules, it outperforms other methods by a large margin when using multiple
query molecules (Figure 2).

3.2

Binding Pattern Analysis

Applied to a query generated using five Angiotensin Converting Enzyme (ACE)
Inhibitors, we find that the feature selection step covers a wide range of features
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present in the binding pattern. While not being able to unambiguously assign
selected features to binding sites in the active site, our algorithm identifies many of
the pharmacophore points responsible for binding.

3.3

Toxicity Prediction

The endpoint chosen for toxicity prediction was Torsades de Pointe (TdP),
arrhythmia of the heart which is interaction of drugs with the HERG channel (K+
channel). This kind of toxicity has become a major issue in drug discovery and
caused several dozen deaths over the last few years.
Using a database containing 122 molecules, we chose a positive and negative
TdP subset, each containing about 40 molecules. We then performed a double
cross-validation, attempting to predict toxicity of the test set. Over 80% correct
predictions were achieved, with more overpredicted than underpredicted structures.
False predictions can often be explained in terms of metabolism (prodrugs are
metabolised before exhibiting the active pharmacophore) or other mechanisms of
action such as membrane disruption (which are not captured by our method, which
is based on strong correlations between structure and activity).

The method we developed is fast (fingerprint generation as well as comparison take
place at a speed of about 1000/second on a P-III/1GHz Linux PC), capable of
incorporating knowledge from several active structures and applicable to various
areas of similarity applications.
Further work will be in the areas of descriptor generation, e.g. by assigning
physicochemical properties to atoms or groups, feature selection, where we wish to
find the global optimum in performance with respect to the features selection, and
comparison of molecules, where alternative machine learning methods will be
employed.
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].YtqJDFE qJ\,TVIgTgSihsf7Y^SGJLqQD^quf7YaTfTSFfU,YeqJ].YtfiSU,Y^TVWJEH\5GJR,]Ff+v[TS;ES.E,Y1f;qMOQY1DnIqJf;f7Tg°?D^qMS.TVGJUpÐ
TÙo YJoS.E Y+OQG{fiSf.TgOQTVIVqJ]Ú~D^quf7Ytf];YnS;].TVY^duYeb~\{hBS;E,YÚ~Ñ`YeqJ].YtfiSÑYeTgWuE{\5GJR ]qJIgWuGJ];TS;E,OÛ¯r{
Ñ`Ña[v[E,TDFEyE q¶dJYaS;E,Yf;qMOQYDnIqJf;f.T°?DeqS;TgGuUpo+c0f7TVU,WQS;E,TVf0qMP,P ].G{qJDFEpj&S;E,Y~D^GJOQP?Y^S.YeU DnY
OQGHb,Y^IKvqJf+TgOQP,IVY^OQYeUuS;YebGJUmL¯GJR,]D^IVquf.f.Tg°?D^qMS.TVGJUmb,qMS;qQf.YnS;f+L¯];GJOS;E,YcaN¸+ÉqJDFE TgU,Y
Ü YtqM];U,TgU WZ[YeP?G{f7TgS.Gu].h¦ÄTV].Tf^jHS;TVDnÙSFqJDnÙS;G{Yuj&Ò^GHGsqMU bE,GuR f.YndJGMS;Yefeo
×@qJDFEQGJL?S;E,Yef.Yb,qSFqJf.YnSFfv+quff7P IgTgS@TVUuS;GBS.]FqMTVU,TVU,Wf7Y^S@qMU bS;Yef7Sf7Y^S@qMP,P ].G¶¹&TVOQqMS.YeIgh
TgUS.E,Y];qMS.TVGÝMÞ,Ä ÆJÞ,o`¸ÍU,TS;TVqJIgIVhS.E Y~S;];qJTgU,TVU,Wmf.YnSBvqJfP?qM].S.TgS.TVGJU,YtbyTgU{S;GL¯GJR ]7S;Y^Y^Ub&Tfi
ß GJTVU{Smf7Y^S;feo X E,Yf.OsqMIVIgYtfiSmDeqJf.Yn\ qJf.Yv+qufsDn];YeqMS.YebR f.TVU,WØGJU,YyGJL0S;E,Yef.Yf.YnSFf^jqMU b
qWu].Gv[TVU,WDeqJf.Yn\ qJf.Ysv+qufD^].YtqS;YebØ\HhØf7R?D^DnYtf.f.TVdJY^IVhqJb,b&TVU,WºY^TgS.E,Ye]GuU,YmGu]~Siv+GGJL
S.E,Ytf7Yf7Y^S;feo Ü qM];WJYe]D^quf7Y^\?qJf.YefÙàJÞJÞHá D^qJf.YefF1v+Y^];YsL¯Gu].OQYeb\{hØqub,b&TVU,Wºb&R P,IgTD^qMS.Y
D^quf7YtfS;GTVU{S.];G&b&R DnYa];Yeb&R,U?b,qMU D^hsTgU{S;G~S;E,Y1D^qJf.Yn\ quf7Y0v[TS;EyÝMÞJÞD^qJf.Yefeo X E,YaS.Yef7Sf7Y^S;f
vYe].YR,U?f7YeY^UQS;qJ].WuYnSP,];GJ\,IVY^OsfS;GD^qJIVD^R,IVqMS.YDeqJf.Yn\ qJf.Y[qJD^D^R,]FqJDnhqJU bP,];Yeb&TD SquD S;R qMI
DnGuOP5YnS;Y^U D^Y1dqMIVR,YaL¯GJ]S.E YD^qJf.Yn\ quf7Ytf^o
X E,YØDnGJOQP5YnS;Y^U D^YºOQG&b&Y^IBvqJfqMP,P IgTVYebâS.GYeqJDFE(D^qJf.Yn\ quf7YqJU bâTgS;fP,];Yeb,TVDnS.Yeb
DnGuOP5YnS;Y^U D^YD^GJOQP qM];YebS;GS.E YS.YtfiSBf7Y^SaquD^DnR ];quDnhJo[ÏTVWJR,];YmÅ~f.E,GvfS.E,Y].Ytf7R,IgS;fL¯GJ]
X TVDn X qJDn X GHYqJU bTVfsSih{P TVDeqMIGJLBqJIgIL¯GuR,]mb,qMS;qJf.YnSFf^o X E YyIgY^LãSmE qMU?b¢Wu];qJP,E¢f.E,Gvf
S.E,YquD^D^R,];quDnhsGu\&S;qJTgU,Ytbmv[E Y^UR f.TgU,WS;E,Y1R,U f.Y^YeUS;Yef7S`f7Y^SS.GsY^dqJIgR qMS.YaS.E Yb&TÃ¦Y^];Y^U{S
f7TVÒ^YtbaS.]FqMTVU,TVU,W`f.YnS;f"L¯GJ]ÅnÍÑ`ÑqJU bÆMÑ0ÑØ].Y^S.];TgYedqMIo X E,Y];TVWJE{S"E qJU b1WJ]FqMP EBf.E,GvfpS.E,Y
DnGuOP5YnS;Y^U D^Y0P ].Ytb&TVDnS.TVGJUOsqub&Y`\HhS.E,YaOQG&b&Y^I5L¯GJ]+YequDFEmb&TgÃ5Ye].YeU{S+f.TgÒeYebsS;];qJTgU TgU,Wf7Y^S;f
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L¯Gu]r äÅqJU br äaÆBTgUQS;E,Y[IgYtq¶dJY^GuU,YnGJR&SS.YtfiS;TgU W~fiSFqMWuY+GJL¦S.E,YOQG&b&YeIÙo¸SD^qJUQ\?Y`f.Y^YeU
L¯];GJO(S.E,Ytf7Y@WJ]FqMP,E fKS.E qMS"S.E Y^];YTVf"IgTgS7S;IgY+DnGu].];Y^IqS;TgGuU0\5YnSiv+Y^YeU1S.E,Y@OG&b&YeIÙ· fP,].Ytb&TD S.TVGJU?f
qJU bBS.YtfiSf7Y^SquD^D^R,];quDnhuop½Y^U?DnYS.E,Y+OQGHb,Y^IHb&GHYefU,GMSP,].G&b&R?DnYqJU~qJDeDnR,]FqS;YP,];Yeb&TD S;TgGuU
GJL"S.E Y1P,].Gu\,IVY^Of.GJIVdHTgU WqJ\,TgIVTgSihGMLqN++Zf.hHf7S.YeOÇTVUS.E,Ytf7Y1f.TS;R qS;TgGuU f^o
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ÏTVWJR,];YÅuÄ_a];qJP,E f1f.E,Gv[TgU Wk0D^DnR ];quDnhGuU X Yef7S~CHYnS~qJU bNGuOQP?Y^S.Y^U?DnYTS];Yeb,TVDnS.TVGJU
L¯Gu]b&TÃ¦Y^];Y^U{S0N+qJf.Yn\ quf7Y1CHTVÒ^YefGML"S;E,Y X TD  X quD  X GHY#U0qMS;qJf.YnS
ºÕ,¥¨1¥@£{ª"Á ¾ ¥@§¨1ªK&ª"«0¤¦ª®¿)¥[Áª"Â
W YvqMU{S.Ytb~S;GTVU{duYef7S.TVWuqMS.Y+S.E,Y`IgGv$DnGu].];Y^IqS;TgGuU\5YnSiv+Y^YeUQS.Yef7Sf.YnSquD^D^R,];quDnh~qJU bS.E Y
D^GJOQP?Y^S.YeU DnYaOQGHb,Y^IKP,];Yeb&TD S;TgGuUpok(f.TVOP IgYB\,TVU qM];hsDnIqJf;f7Tg°?DeqS.TVGJUmP,].Gu\,IVY^ODnGuOQP,].Tf7
TVU,WySiv+GyUHR,OQY^];TVDeqMIL¯YtqS;R,].YtfvqJfD^].YtqS;YebKo X E,Tf~qJIgIVGvfqJUØYeqJf.hd{Tf.R qMIVTVf;qS;TgGuUGML
S;E,YQP,].Gu\,IVY^O»f.P qJD^Yf.E,Gv[TVU,WL¯YtqS.R ].YdqMIVR,Yefej"DnIqJf;faqMU bDnGuOP5YnS;Y^U D^YWu].GuR,POQYeO
\5Y^]Ff7E TgPQL¯Gu]YtqJDFED^quf7Y±ÏTgWuR,];Y0´Jno×qJDFEDeqJf.YTVf];Y^P,];Yef.Y^U{S.Ytb\{hQP,IVGMS.S.TVU,Wq~f7hHO~\5GJI
GuUS.E YWu];qJP,EºquD^D^GJ]Fb&TgU WS.GS.E YdqJIgR,YtfBGML@TgS;faSiv+GL¯YeqS;R,];Yefeo X E,YSiv+GD^IVquf.f.YefaqM];Y
b&Tf7S.TVU,WJR,Tf.E,Yebm\{hS;E,Y1f7E qJP?Ytff;{R qM];Y0qJU bD^Tg]FDnIVYJo X E,Y0SivGDnGuOP5YnS;Y^U D^Y0Wu].GuR,P f+qM];Y
f.E qJb,Yebb&TÃ¦Y^];Y^U{S;IghTVU\,IqJDFrGu][v[E,TS;YJo
Ü GHGur{TVU,WqMS@qB];qJU,WJY[GJL¦f.TS;R qS;TgGuU fE qufTb&Y^U{S.Tg° YtbQSivG1qJ].YtqJfTVUsv[E,TVDFEQS;E,YOQG&b&Y^I
b&GHYtfQU,GMSmqJP,P?YtqM]QS;GØ].YY X YeDnSsS.E,YyP,];GJ\ IgYeOÍf.GJIVd{TVU,WP?Ye];f.P5YeD S;TgduYJo=ÏTVWJR,];Y´f7E Gvf
qºdHTVf.R qMIVTf.qMS.TVGJUGJLSivGD^quf7Y^\ quf7YtfL¯Gu]v[E TVDFE¢S.E,YP,];Yeb&TD S;YebDnGuOP5YnS;Y^U D^YefL¯GJ]sÆM
Ñ0ÑTfm[Å Z&o \TgU4ÏTVWJR,];Y´JqqMU b4ÆJÆ,oVÅQL¯GJ]QÏTgWuR,];Y´\po X E,Yf;qMOQY\5GJR,U?b,qM];TgYtfY^¹HTf7S
\5YnSiv+Y^YeUØS.E,YSiv+GºDnIqJf;f.T°?DeqS;TgGuU f1TVU4YequDFEØ° WuR,].YqMU b4f7GqMUTb&Y^U{S;TVDeqMI+P,].Gu\,IVY^O TVf
\5Y^TVU,WdHTgYevYtbKo½`GvYedJYe]~S;E,Y^];YTVfsqºL±qM]sWu].YtqS;Y^]Qb&Y^U f.TgSihGMLBD^qJf.YefTVUÏTVWJR ].Yy´\po
X E,TfTVU D^].YtqJf.YyTgU=DeqJf.Yb&YeU f7TgSihJj[TVU D^IgR b,TgU,Wf7R \ fiSFqMU{S.TqMI0].Ytb&R,U b qMU D^h¢v[TgS.E,TVUâYtqJDFE
D^GJOQP?Y^S.YeU DnYWJ];GJR,P"jE?qJfOQTgU,TVOsqMIYnÃ¦YeDnSGuU4P,];GJ\ IgYeOÍf.GJIVd{TVU,WqJ\,TVIgTgSih\,R&Ss].Ytf7R ISFf
TVUyqQIVqJ].WuYaTVU D^].YtqJf.YaTVUyP,];Yeb&TD S;YebDnGuOQP?Y^S.Y^U?DnYBL¯];GJOS;E,YOQG&b&Y^Io X E Yq¶dJY^]FqMWuYaDeqJf.Y
b&YeU f.TSihGML~q¢DnGJOQP5YnS;Y^U D^YWJ];GJR P$b,G{YtfmU GMSqJP,P5YeqM]mS.G¢WJTVdJYqWuGHGHb$OQYtqJf.R,].YGML
D^GJOQP?Y^S.YeU DnYuo
CHTVOQTgIqM];IghujS.E,Yf7TgS.R qMS.TVGJUTVUØv[E,TDFEØS.E Ym\5GJR,U b qM];TgYtf\5YnSiv+Y^Y^US;E,YSiv+GD^IVquf.f.T° 
DeqS.TVGJU?f`qM];Y~duY^];hb,TÃ¦Y^];Y^U{SB\,R&SaS.E,YQD^quf7Y^\ quf7YDnGJOQP5Guf.TS;TgGuUTf0qJIgTVrJY].Ytf7R,IgS;f0TVUS.E Y
P,];Yeb,TVDnS.Yeb4DnGJOQP5YnS;Y^U D^YGJLS.E,YSiv+Gºf.TS;R qS;TgGuU f~\5Y^TVU,Wf7TVOQTgIqM]toØ½Gv+Y^duY^]tjS;E,Yb&TLã
L¯Ye].YeUuS\5GJR,U b qM];TgYtf\5YnSiv+Y^YeUmS;E,Y1DnIqJf;f7Tg°?DeqS.TVGJU?fDeqMUm];Yef.R,IgS[TgUGJU,YaP,];GJ\,IVY^OÍf7GuIgdHTVU,W
f.TS;R qS;TgGuUs\?YeTgU W1L±qM]OGu].Y0DnGJOQP,IVYn¹S.E?qMUsS;E,Y`GJS.E,Ye]eo½YeU DnY`S.E,YaqM\,TVIgTgSihGML¦S.E,YaD^quf7Y^
\ quf7YaL¯Gu][S.E,Y1OQGu].YD^GJOQP,IVYn¹f.TgS.R qMS.TVGJUS.GD^GJ];].YtD S.IVhf.GJIVdJYBP,];GJ\,IVY^Osf[Tf[IVYef;f^j,To YJo@TgS;f
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P?Y^S.YeU DnYTgUGJ]Fb&Ye]S.G];Yeb&R D^Y~S;E,YU,Y^YtbyL¯GJ]BD^quf7Y^\?qJf.Y~Y^dqJIgR qMS.TVGJUY^¹&P?Ye].TVOQY^U{S;faqMU b
S.GqJf;f7TfiSD^quf7Y^\ quf7Y`OQqJTgU{S;Y^U qJU DnY0].Ytf7YtqM]FDFEpo×¹HP5Y^];TVOYeU{S;fE q¶dJYTb&YeUuS;T°?Yebmb qS;quf7Y^S;f
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R qS;TgGuU$OY^S.E,G&b,fmR f.YebS.G4OYtqJf.R,];YD^GJOQP5YnS.YeU DnYuo X vGØ];Yequf7GuU fL¯GJ]S;E,TfIqJDFrGJL
DnGu].];Y^IqS;TgGuUE q¶dJY0\?YeY^UTb&Y^U{S.Tg° YtbKÄWJ];GJR,PD^qJf.YBb&Y^U f.TgSihmb&GHYefU,GJS+WuTgduYaqWuG{G&bmOYtq
f7R ].YBGMLDnGuOP5YnS;Y^U D^YqMU bP,];GJ\,IVY^O DnGJOQP,IVYn¹&TgSihTfU,GMS`qub&Ye{R qMS.Y^IVh];Y X YtD S;Yeb\{hS.E,Y
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FIONN:
A Framework for Developing CBR Systems
Dónal Doyle, John Loughrey, Conor Nugent,
Lorcan Coyle, Pádraig Cunningham
Trinity College Dublin
Donal.Doyle@cs.tcd.ie

1. Introduction
Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is a very popular methodology for developing
knowledge-based systems [1]. Yet there are few toolkits available for building
CBR systems. In this paper we present a framework called Fionn that is
specifically designed for the development of CBR systems. Since Fionn was
designed specifically for CBR it provides good support for some of the unique
characteristics of CBR systems. We will concentrate on three of these in this
paper:
1.
2.
3.

Feature Selection
Learning Similarity Measures
Case-Based Explanation

Fionn is implemented in a XML framework for CBR called CBML that has been
described elsewhere [11]. Fionn also has a comprehensive evaluation framework
that will be described.

1.1

Evaluation Framework

One of the main benefits Fionn offers is the ability to perform Feature Selection
and to learn Similarity Measures. These are essentially parameter setting tasks that
are achieved by a search through the parameter space. The best parameters are
selected by cross-validation on the data that is available. This comes down to a
task of comparing different classifiers (i.e. different parameter sets). Recent
research in Machine Learning shows that this is anything but straightforward [2, 4,
5, 6, 7]. Problems of overfitting and accuracy estimation with skewed class
distributions need to be considered, for instance. To address these issues Fionn
supports a variety of validation schemes (hold-out validation, cross-validation,
leave-one-out cross-validation) and a selection of error functions (e.g. 0/1 loss,
harmonic mean of positive and negative errors).

1.2

Feature Selection

Feature selection in Fionn supports the search for an optimal feature subset using a
variety of Wrapper-like [3] algorithms (see Figure 1). The framework is both
independent of the type of classifier and of the evaluation technique used.
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The algorithms currently implemented in Fionn are;
•
•
•
•
•

Sequential Forward Floating Search (SFFS)
Forward Selection (FS)
Backward Elimination (BE)
Genetic Search
Wrapper2 [13]

The FS and BE searches can all be modified so that the hop size can be increased
using the Compound Operators algorithm [3]. This is necessary when using
datasets where the number of features is large. A Node Caching option is also
implemented in the Genetic Algorithm as some nodes can often be revisited.
Caching in such situations means that these nodes do not need to be re-evaluated.
The feature selection framework integrates with the evaluation framework so
that a variety of validation and error (loss) measures can be used. Reunanen
recently showed that intensive search in feature subset selection can lead to
overfitting [2]. Fionn has been designed so that the results obtained from the
feature selection module can easily be evaluated to investigate whether or not
overfitting has occurred.

Figure 1. The output from the Fionn Feature Selection process (using Wrapper2).

1.3

Similarity Measures

Fionn supports a number of specifications that describe the components of a CBR
system. One of these specifications deals with the representation of a similarity
measure. This representation contains two dimensions; a set of weights for each
feature in the case, and a representation of the local similarity measure, i.e. the
similarity measure between two feature values.
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By representing the similarity measure separately from the application code we
make it possible to edit the measure without writing a single line of code. This
offers considerable advantages in CBR application development, where the
domain experts who design similarity measures are unlikely to be coding experts.
We have been developing a multiple user case-based reasoning application, the
Personal Travel Assistant [10] within the Fionn framework. Using its similarity
measure specifications it is possible to use a separate similarity measure for each
user or for individual groups of users. Fionn also allows us to optimize these
similarity measures automatically (in a manner similar to that described in [8, 9,
12]). This provides an added level of personalization to the system.

1.4

Case-Based Explanation

A further advantage of CBR is the potential to use retrieved cases to support
explanation. This idea is supported in Fionn in a framework we call explanationguided retrieval. This is motivated by the fact that when two cases are equally
similar to the target case one may be more compelling in explaining a prediction
than another. Explanation-guided retrieval attempts to assign a higher level of
utility to cases that lie between the query case and the decision surface than to
cases that don’t. We have done some work in the area of predicting blood alcohol
levels relative to drink driving limits [14]. In this domain an important feature in
terms of explanation is the units of alcohol consumed, e.g. if trying to predict that a
query case with units consumed = 5 is over the drink-driving limit, a more
convincing retrieval is a case of 4 units that is over the limit than a case with 6
units consumed that is over the limit.

2. Conclusion
In this paper we introduced some of the features of the Fionn framework for
developing CBR systems. We have outlined the evaluation framework that
underpins the feature selection and similarity learning process and we have
presented a brief description of the Explanation-Guided Retrieval mechanism in
Fionn.
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Abstract
The paper presented here is part of a larger project, which aims to
demonstrate the link between an Artificial Intelligence software tool
called LAMDA (Learning Algorithm for Multivariate Data Analysis)
and Retailing. Particularly, in this article the LAMDA classifier [1] is
employed to forecast the online purchasing customers. The data is
collected from the loyalty card of a Spanish retailer: Supermercats
Pujol.

1.

Introduction

Food retailing marketplace has reached a mature stage where changes, complexity
and unpredictability are common attributes. The 21st century appears to be more
turbulent than the previous one. In fact, those managers who aim to secure their
business in the twenty-first century are trying to answer a consecutive number of
questions. For example, where the 21st century would take us, how the
marketplace would change, how the environment and the technology could affect
the landscape and how they would be able to forecast these changes. Moreover, in
particular, the main marketing obstacle that retailers attempt to overcome has to do
with Customer Understanding and Customer Forecasting. Retailers know that
customers have different expectations and needs. They clearly know that customer
lives in a complex environment so their behaviour is complex.
LAMDA algorithm is based on the fuzzy concept of adequacy. The aim of the
ongoing project is to test its capability to solve different Marketing problems.
Actually, we believe that by using LAMDA, retailers will be able to understand
more accurately the complexity of customer’s behaviour. LAMDA is capable to
work under some of the following circumstances:


The nature of the stored data might be mixed: qualitative and quantitative.



The data could be dynamic, imprecise and ambiguous.



There is no interest in probabilities but in real particular individual actions.



Not only it can work when there is historic data of a similar past situation
(supervised learning) but also when there is not (unsupervised learning).



The interpretation of the results captures the complexity of the environment.



The results evolve in time.
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The data is not necessary to be collected through tools such as focus groups,
personal interviews and surveys but from the scanners and loyalty cards.

The reason why this AI segmentation technique can be more efficient is mainly
characterised by the ability to locate the same customer in different segments,
according to his adequacy degree to each segment. With this improvement, the
tool copes with the fact that a customer behaves differently, depending on the
situation. The paper shows how retail managers can use LAMDA to forecast each
customer behaviour. Although three different applications have been analysed by
the moment, only the forecasting convenience purchasing case is described in this
paper.
The paper is structured as follows. First, LAMDA software tool is presented. Then,
the segmentation analysis is developed in section three. Finally, the conclusions
and future research proposed.

2.

LAMDA Software Tool

The mentioned classification method is based on hybrid connectives and it
combines some of the most interesting trends from both the pure numerical and the
pure symbolic classification algorithms. The implementation of these possibilities
takes the form of the LAMDA algorithm, which was developed by Josep Aguilar
in collaboration with several authors (Ramon López de Mántaras, Núria Piera, ...)
[1 & 2]. In order to profit from the generalizing power of fuzzy logic and the
interpolation capability of hybrid connectives, LAMDA defines the fuzzy concept
of adequacy.
The adequacy of an individual, say a customer, to a structured set, such as a
segment of customers who showed a positive response to a particular offer of
goods, can be calculated. This adequacy is taken as the combination of the
attraction of each of the descriptors Pi that define the profile of the segment, with
respect to the corresponding component Xi of the individual X.
In the LAMDA methodology, it is assumed that a Marginal Adequacy Degree
MAD(Xi/Pi) can be evaluated for each descriptor, and consequently a Global
Adequacy Degree GAD(X/P) is obtained by a logical combination, or connection
operator L, such that
GAD(X/P) = L [MAD(X1/P1), MAD(X2/P2),…, MAD(Xn/Pn)]
The above simple formula is found to be similar to the structure of a qualitative
neural net in its diagrammatic interpretation as it is shown in figure 1:
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Figure 1: LAMDA’s structure interpretation

The operator L is defined as a linearly compensated hybrid connective [3], i. e. the
interpolation between a t-norm and a t-conorm:
L = (1-β) Τ + β ⊥
by means of the β parameter such that β = 0 represents the t-norm, T, for example
the Minimum and β = 1 means the t-conorm , ⊥, for example the Maximum. This
parameter will -inversely- determine the exigency level of the classification, so it
can be called tolerance. Some examples of t-norms and their conorms currently
used in the LAMDA algorithm are MinMax, Probabilistic, Frank and Lukasiewicz.
To clearly show how they work, we can think that by applying a t-norm we are
employing the maximum exigency, and an individual (customer) will be
considered only as a member of a class (profile) if every descriptor (variable)
indicates so. If we opt for the t-conorm, the minimum exigency or maximum
tolerance is chosen, and a customer will be considered member of a profile if only
one descriptor or studied variable indicates so. Finally, by adding the parameter,
we can determine the necessary tolerance for each particular case.

3. Application to Retailing case: Which are the
customers who are going to buy online?
Supermercats Pujol, as most retailers, is worried about deciding if they should
invest in e-commerce or not. One of the main barriers is what is going to happen
with their physical shops if most of the clients decide to buy on the Web. The trial
has been conducted to solve this concrete marketing problem of knowing which
customers are going to buy online. 2064 clients were randomly selected from the
loyalty cards of a Spanish supermarket chain. Thanks to the unsupervised learning
capabilities of the LAMDA algorithm, a variety of classifications were obtained.
Among these, the marketing goal was to identify the segment, grouping together
clients that were more likely to buy online. In the application we are presenting it
was therefore necessary to choose unsupervised learning because we were
forecasting which clients would buy online without having any previous
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information. Moreover, there was no previous expert knowledge to draw on. This
meant that the only way to test the accuracy of LAMDA’s predictions was to track
each customer’s behaviour.
Since we had no ideal partition to learn from a comparison, we assumed a priori
that distance buyers (email or fax) were ideal customers for online purchases.
Despite the fact that we knew the customers who had actually bought online, we
treated them as if we did not. However, we did consider the clients who had
engaged in a remote buying act by e-mail or fax. This group of clients, called
distance-buying customers, was composed of 78 individuals. They were assumed
to be almost certain candidates for web purchase, and every segment collecting all
of these together in the same group was considered attractive, thus meriting further
study from the marketing experts. Based on this assumption, we considered that all
the members of the selected segments would be potential convenience customers.
The results obtained in this study were analysed from a marketing standpoint. In
fact, the online customers who bought during the first six months after the launch
of the Website were already known (Internet buyers). The predictions made by the
LAMDA algorithm were then tested and the results compared (Table 1)
Classification
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56

Potential
Candidates
565
1038
128
134
125
36
37
1

Segments.
1
2,3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Internet buyers
1
0%
39
3.57%
2
1.57%
2
1.49%
2
2.4%
16
44.4%
30
81%
1
100%

Table 1: Results of classification 56

To analyse the validity of our results, a comparison was made between the real
online customers and LAMDA’s predictions. As shown (Table 2), the LAMDA
success rate was 91,4%. LAMDA identified 85 potential candidates among the 93
real online customers. However LAMDA also failed to recognise 8 real customers
as potential candidates.
LAMDA's convenience
buyer
Real online buyer
91,4% (85/93)

LAMDA's nonconvenience buyer
8,6% (8/93)

Table 2: Numeric Results

The results focused exclusively on real online buyers. This was because we felt
there was no point in comparing real offline customers with LAMDA’s results due
to the low Internet penetration in Lleida (19,9%1).

1

Source: I.N.E 2001
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4.

Conclusions and Future Work

This research is still ongoing. By analysing Supermercats Pujol clients, we
discovered that there are many customers who have only shopped once using
Plusfresh.com. The possibility remains that some of these customers’ purchases
were motivated largely by curiosity. To determine the exact reason, a replication of
the test will be held once Internet penetration in Lleida has increased.
It is also important to highlight the meaning of convenience. Some researchers
define it as the “time-buying consumer”, reflecting the need to find convenience
products and convenient shopping [4]. Although Internet shopping is likely to be
more time-saving than physical shopping, in Spain this is not currently the case.
Unfortunately, in many Spanish supermarket chains it is still easier to do one’s
shopping in-store than to buy on the web.
Another point that needs to be considered is the extent to which shopper purchases
online and at a traditional outlet depend on circumstances. In order to adapt to
individual customer needs and particular circumstances, it is important to know
each customer’s adequacy rate. This information will help retail companies to
direct their strategies at individual customers and conduct more personalized
marketing actions.
Although results are encouraging, a comparison between LAMDA and
conventional statistical techniques used in marketing segmentation [5] is being
developed.
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Abstract
Coalitions are organisations whose members combine abilities and
knowledge to carry out mutual purposes. Rather than to be composed
by a team of equals, coalitions generally require a hierarchical
structure of command and control where agents take different and
complementary kinds of decisions at each level. This paper presents
the development of a hierarchical coalition support system,
considering its use in disaster relief operations. Based on this
application, we discuss the planning requirements of the system and
how they will be integrated to provide important functionalities to the
coalition members.
Keywords: knowledge systems for coalitions, collaborative planning

1.

Introduction

Research in coalition support systems intends to develop a set of technology that
provides ways to different and probably disperse humans and/or software agents
working together, sharing competencies and information. Currently this technology
is mainly been applied in a military context to enable interoperability between
heterogeneous components [1] and to develop tools that support the processes of
command and control during missions [2].
Disaster relief domain is another area that can make use of coalition support
systems. Actually this domain encloses several issues that are associated with
coalition systems. First the nature of the problem demands a set of different
abilities (fire brigades, paramedical body, police, rescue teams, etc) to accomplish
different tasks (extinguish fire, find buried people, take care of injured civilians,
control evacuations, etc). Second agents have to act in a collaborative way, sharing
information and abilities. Third the anywhere/anytime feature of disasters requires
that coalitions be rapidly created and flexibly changed as circumstances alter. At
last, there is the problem of integrating heterogeneous systems belonging to
multiple organisations (hospitals, fire centres, etc.) with distinct doctrines and rules.
I-Rescue [3] is a research programme, anchored in the I-X technology [4], that aims
to develop knowledge-based tools to disaster relief domains. FireGrid
(coordination of agents during indoors disaster operations) and e-Response
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(establishment and support of response teams for environmental disasters) are
examples of initial projects associated to I-Rescue. One of the aspects of this
programme, which is discussed in this paper, involves the definition of a coalition
hierarchical structure of command and control and the investigation of planning
processes through its levels. Our intention is to group agents in complementary
levels of decision so that the system can provide customised facilities in accordance
with the planning activities performed into each level.
The remainder of this document is structured as follows: section 2 gives an
overview of our ongoing application, summarising the system architecture,
technology that we are using and current tools anchored in this technology. Section
3 presents the coalition planning requirements and directions of how they will be
integrated in the current application. Finally section 4 discusses some conclusions
and future works.

2.

Supporting Hierarchical Coalitions

Our application considers three levels of decision-making (strategic, operational
and tactical) in which agents perform different kinds of tasks. Strategic agents carry
out activities of analysis and directions, building plans in a high-level of
granularity. Operational agents account for activities of synthesis and control,
refining the plans produced in the upper level via processes as resource scheduling
and load balancing. Tactical agents are involved with reactive activities and task
execution. This hierarchical arrangement is a common practice in military models
of command and control [5] and consistent with knowledge engineering work1.
Agents are, in fact, I-X Process Panel (IP2) [6] instances that assist users in carrying
out their activities while integrate them in a hierarchical collaborative structure of
planning and execution. IP2 utilises the <I-N-C-A> ontology [7] to represent plans
and to share knowledge. The figure below (Figure 1) illustrates the planning
process model.

change

Partial Collaborative Plan

Annotations

Agent-Agent
Relationships

Users

Build Agents
plan

Agent
World State

change

Hold issues

Constraint

Environment

change

Issues

Events

Set of constraints

Activity

Perform activity

Figure 1 Planning process overview

1

KADS methodology, for example, separates the different “task types” (diagnosis, interpretation,
monitoring, etc.) into three classes: analysis, synthesis and modification tasks.
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Each plan is made up of a set of Issues and Nodes. Issues represent potential
requirements that need to be considered at sometime. Nodes represent activities in
the planning process that may have parts called sub-nodes making up a hierarchical
description of plans. Nodes are related by a set of detailed Constraints of diverse
kinds such as temporal, ordering, priority and so on. Annotations add
complementary human-centric and rationale information to the plan.
Agents are organised in levels using the I-Space tool (part of IP2), which manages
hierarchical relationships of a specific agent to others agents and external services.
Currently all IP2 are acting as a workflow, reporting and messaging “catch all” for
their users. They are been used to support an user or collaborative users in selecting
and carrying out processes and creating or modifying process products. Our current
intention is to expand its capability so that the panels also support the joint
activities of planning and execution.

3.

Planning and their Requirements

The hierarchical organisation of coalitions implies in some requirements to the
planning and execution activities, which are also influenced by the features of
disaster relief domains. This section focus on the planning aspects that we need to
consider in our model and shows how they can be represented using the <I-N-C-A>
ontology and manipulated via IP2.

3.1

Mixed-Initiative Planning

Mixed-initiative planning has several advantages: intensifies the user control and
involvement, permits user interaction during the whole decision process so that
users are able to understand why ways were chosen or avoided, and removes the
premise of complete and bug-free knowledge. Actually this style of planning is
suitable in critical domains, such as disaster relief domains, where decisions
involve human lives and users will not ascribe a complete autonomy to agents so
that they only take decisions by themselves.
<I-N-C-A> represents each plan as a set of constraints on the space of all possible
plans of a domain. During the generation and manipulation of plans, an IP2 checks
and maintains the set of constraints related to this plan. IP2 can also generate
annotations that denote problems or motives to reconsider some activity or issue.
Users act by adding or relaxing the plan’s constraints and this is the way that they
will influence the planning process in a mixed-initiative fashion.

3.2

Joint Commitments

In a hierarchical coalition structure, superior agents generate activities that are
delegated to subordinate agents, which need to commit on the performance of such
activities. Subordinate agents have to follow their commitments because they are
not able to evaluate how their decisions affect the coalition’s long-term goals.
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IP2 defines, using <I-N-C-A>, delegation and report messages to support the
processes of commitment. Basically when agents receive activities, they make a
commitment of reporting their progress, success or failure. This commitment
supports the process of prediction (via activities’ progresses) and problem detection
(via a failure report) in the global plan. Furthermore report messages can also hold
any information or event that has influence on this activity. Details and syntax of
the messages can be found in [4].

3.3

World State (Agents and Environment Descriptions)

Agents can be described by their abilities of carrying out activities and constraints
on such abilities. These descriptions will support the tasks of localising the most
appropriate agents to specific activities during the delegation process. In order,
while strategic agents only need of high-level descriptions of their subordinates
(operational agents), operational agents need of a more detailed knowledge of how
their subordinates execute the activities. This knowledge can support the tasks of
compounding new capabilities through the interoperation and union of others
existent capabilities, verifying capabilities properties and monitoring the execution
of tasks performed by agents.
The system codifies each of these agents as a set of pattern-value pairs
(constraints). An IP2 pattern is, in general, a n-tuple, currently though we are using
two elements in the patterns: the first to keep the attribute and the second to keep
the object ID. So we can represent all subknowledge as (<attribute> <object>=
<value>). The environment is described as facts in the same format, and the system
deals with both agents and environment features as states of world. However, as the
rescue domains are dynamic, joint agents often encounter differing, incomplete and
possibly inconsistent views of the environment and (mental) state of other agents.
So we are extending the patterns by considering a “time element” (<attribute>
<object> <time>= <value>) that supports the agents in reasoning only on the most
recent facts.

3.4

Temporal Model

As agents in the strategic level do not have detailed information about the duration
of activities execution, they use a qualitative model of time (e.g. task1 after task2) to
synchronize such activities in a high-level plan. On the other hand, while the use of
a qualitative time model by the strategic level is necessary to avoid that its agents
take decisions about things that they do not care about (using the least commitment
principle), the operational level can use a quantitative model of time (e.g. task1
duration 29min) to improve decisions. A quantitative model of time enables
resource allocation processes to increase the amount of concurrent acting, avoiding
that agents wait a long time to receive tasks. As agents have no control on the
duration of some tasks in disaster domains (e.g. extinguishing fires, finding buried
people, etc.), duration values are usually estimations that can be based on pastcases and abilities of performing agents. Thus each operational agent needs to have
an appropriate description of its subordinate agents’ abilities.
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3.5

Conflict Resolution

Generally conflicts can be avoided by synchronising dependent activities. For
example, if the paths to a fire are blocked, “extinguish fire” activity depends on the
“clean path” activity. So we can add the constraint (extinguish after clean).
However as agents are each building their own plans, some of them can produce
effects that disrupt the activities of others agents. In our current implementation
each level accounts for delegating synchronised activities for its subordinate agents.
In addition we are implementing mechanisms that generate a set of constraints that
must hold within the interval of time that subplans are been built or executed.

4.

Conclusion and Directions

Our current application provides ways to support hierarchical coalition via agents
(panels) that assists users in carrying out their joint activities, sharing knowledge
and abilities. Our framework is anchored in a general-purpose constraint-based
representation that shows to be a natural way to model the elements related to
plans. Our aim is to expand the agents’ abilities so that they support the
collaborative activities of planning and execution. Each hierarchical level will
account for specific activities of the plan and their agents will be customised (via
the IP2 open interface) to provide support to such activities.
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Abstract
This paper presents a diagnostic system for cardiac arrhythmias from
ECG data, using an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) classifier based
on a Bayesian framework. The Bayesian ANN Classifier is built by the
use of a logistic regression model and the back propagation algorithm. A
dual threshold method is applied to determine the diagnosis strategy and
suppress false alarm signals. The experimental results presented in this
paper show that more than 90% prediction accuracy may be obtained
using the improved methods in the study. It is hoped that the system
can be further developed and fine-tuned for practical application.

1

Introduction

The electrocardiogram (ECG) is the most important biosignal used by cardiologists for diagnostic purposes. The ECG signal provides key information about
the electrical activity of the heart. Continuous ECG monitoring permits observation of cardiac variations over an extended period of time, either at the
bedside or when patients are ambulatory, providing more information to physicians. Thus, continuous monitoring increases the understanding of patients’
circumstances and allows more reliable diagnosis of cardiac abnormalities.
Detection of abnormal ECG signals is a critical step in administering aid
to patients. Often, patients are hooked up to cardiac monitors in hospital
continuously. This requires continuous monitoring by the physicians. Due to
the large number of patients in intensive care units and the need for continuous
observation of them, several methods for automated arrhythmia detection have
been developed in the past few decades to attempt simplify the monitoring
task. These include Bayesian [1] and heuristic approaches [2], expert systems
[3], Markov models [4], self-organizing map [5], and Artiﬁcial Neural Networks
(ANNs) [6].
According to published results, existing approaches generally tend to suffer from problems that result from high sensitivity to noise included in the
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data, and unreliability in dealing with new or ambiguous patterns. In clinical domains, one must to face the problem of developing classiﬁers that are
able to deal with nonlinear discrimination between classes, incomplete or ambiguous input patterns, and suppression of false alarms. It is necessary to
develop new detection schemes with a high level of accuracy, or equivalently,
low false-positive and false-negative statistics, for them to be useful in practical
applications. Guvenir et. al. [7] developed a supervised machine learning algorithm for arrhythmia analysis based on a technique called Features Interval for
the UCI “Arrythmia” dataset [8] with missing features and unlabeled classes
to address this problem, and achieved an accuracy of 62%. Obviously, such
performance is not suﬃciently good for clinical use. So far, implementations
of ANN-based ECG classiﬁcation schemes have, in general, been focused on
problems within narrow clinical domains.
Since ANNs are inherently nonlinear, such techniques are potentially useful
in the area of ECG analysis. Various techniques for ANN classiﬁcation and its
combination with other methods have been used to improve classiﬁcation results. These include Fourier Transform Neural Networks [9], Recurrent Neural
Networks [10], and Back Propagation (BP) Neural Networks [11].
The Bayesian approach has been known for some time, but only recently has
it started to inﬁltrate diﬀerent areas of science and technology systematically,
with useful results [12], [13], [14], [15]. With newer knowledge available from
the theory of ANNs and combination with a variety of other methods, the
stage is now set for moving towards the development of practically applicable
ANN-based clinical ECG interpretation systems.
This paper presents a Bayesian ANN-based arrythmia diagnostic system
using ECG signals. Our system can determine the patient’s current condition
in real-time. The ANN is used to generate a pattern recognition model based on
given {input, output} sets to classify future input sets for arrhythmia diagnosis
as a system module. The logistic regression model and BP algorithm are used to
build the Bayesian ANN classiﬁer for arrhythmia detection. A dual threshold
method is proposed for use in suppressing false alarm signals. Overall, the
approach used in this study aims to produce a system that will perform well in
practice.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section outlines
the proposed system and presents the methodology for ECG diagnostic system
using the Bayesian ANN classiﬁer. The third section discusses the results of
evaluation experiments. The fourth section presents a brief summary of our
ﬁndings and previews potential future work.

2
2.1

System and Methodology
System Overview and Data Acquisition

The proposed system consists of three basic modules: a Server, multiple Client
Machines and BAN-Hubs. The elements are as follows:
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Figure 1: Block Diagram of ANN-based Arrythmia Diagnosis System using
ECG Signals
• BAN-Hub
The BAN-Hub is the core part of a wireless Body Area Network (BAN)
that is used to gather key patient biosignal data in real-time. The BANHub is the patient interface to this network. It is attached to the patient
using either a shoulder strap, waist or other attachment form.
• Server
The server provides the backbone of the network. It gathers patient data,
sends control information to the BAN-Hub and establishes the precise
location of each BAN-Hub.
• Client Machine
The Client machine provides the medical and administrative interface to
the network. It provides a patient registration mechanism for each BANHub and indicates alarm conditions (relating to either a unit or patient)
in each BAN-Hub.
The system is illustrated by the block diagram in Fig. 1. The ECG signals
and other patient data are gathered in real-time and sent to the Client Machine.
The information is transmitted using the wireless network to the server. This
stored data can then be processed to detect ﬁrstly the various complexes and
then detect speciﬁed arrhythmia. An ECG complex represents the electrical
events occurring in one cardiac cycle. A complex consists of ﬁve waveforms
labeled with the letters P, Q, R, S, and T, as shown in Fig. 2. Because the
ECG is very helpful in the diagnosis of cardiac disease, only ECG signals are
used at present in this project. However, our system is designed to allow other
types of biosignal sensor to be attached also.
As the hardware and software for this system are still under development,
this study uses 452 ECG recordings from the UCI “Arrythmia” dataset [8].
This dataset includes about 0.33% missing attribute values and 22 unclassiﬁed classes, so the prediction accuracy of any model built using it cannot be
perfect. However, such characteristics make it more similar to the real-world
dynamic environment in our project, when noisy data may well be acquired.
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Figure 2: ECG signals. A complex of ECG signals consists of ﬁve waveforms
labeled with the letters P, Q, R, S, and T.
Therefore, we believe that the results of this study should be transferable to
actual ECG signals coming from our hardware. Each record consists of a set of
clinical parameters measured on ECG signals and some personal information
about the subjects. The dataset is divided into two groups, labeled as Normal (regular heartbeat) and Abnormal (arrhythmia). The ECG signals used as
system inputs include 5 parameters: QRS duration, PR interval, QT interval,
T interval and P interval. The personal information available includes age,
height, weight and sex. There are 245 cases in the Normal group and 207 cases
in the Abnormal group.
A sequence of extracted parameter vectors, denoted by tn , is converted to
the deviation from their mean value and scaled by a factor m to normalize their
values in the range of -1 to +1, as follows:
tn − t
,
n=1∼N
(1)
m
where n is input data sample index (in the training or test sets) and N is the
total number of input data samples. t is the average of tn , m is the standard
deviation of input data for training and test sets, respectively.
The whole data set is divided into training and test subsets, where the
training subset contains 360 ECG recordings and the testing subset contains
the remaining 92.
xn =

2.2

Bayesian ANN Classifier

Since detailed descriptions of BP neural networks can be found in related literature [16] [17] [18], here we mainly focus on the description of our Bayesian
ANN Classiﬁer. Its conﬁguration is shown schematically in Fig. 3, where i =
1, 2, · · ·, I is the number of input nodes, j = 1, 2, · · ·, J is the hidden nodes, k
= 1, 2, · · ·, K is the class labels of the output node.
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Figure 3: Block diagram of ANN-based arrhythmia diagnosis system, showing
conﬁguration of Bayesian ANN classiﬁer with input layer (i = 1, 2, · · ·, I),
hidden layer (j = 1, 2, · · ·, J) and output layer (k = 1, 2, · · ·, K)
Assume we have a training set D, consisting of N input-output pairs:
D = [(X n , y n ) | n = 1, 2, · · · N]

(2)

where X is an input vector consisting of I elements and y is the corresponding
class label consisting of K classes. The objective is to use an ANN to model
the input-output relation (y = k | X). Here, the class label is binary-valued y
= (1, 0), corresponding to Normal and Abnormal, respectively.
An alternative target for our task is to use a logistic regression model based
on a Bayesian method to estimate the class probability for the given input by:
P(y = k | X),

k = 1, 0

(3)

Assume that the outputs for the summation operation and sigmoidal activation function in the hidden and output neurons, denoted by Sj , Sk , respectively,
can be written as follows:
Input layer:

ωji Xi + ωj0 )
(4)
Sj = tanh(
i

Output layer:

Sk =
ωkj Sj + ωk0

(5)

k

where tanh is the tangent hyperbolic function, a conventional sigmoid function.
ωji denotes the weight matrix in the input layer and ωkj the weight matrix in
the output layer.
To ensure that the outputs can be interpreted as probabilities, logistic regression is used to model the risk (or probability) of occurrence of arrhythmia.
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Let P (y = k | X) be the probability of the event y = 1, given the input vector
X. This is modeled as a function of network output y by:
P(y = k | X) =

1
1 + exp (−Sk )

(6)

The logistic regression model is simply a non-linear transformation of the
linear regression. The “logistic” distribution is an S-shaped distribution function which is similar to the standard-normal distribution (which results in a
probit regression model) but easier to work with in most applications. The
logit distribution constrains the estimated probabilities to lie between 0 and 1.
The ﬁnal part of the system is a multi-layer perceptron neural network,
trained using the BP algorithm. The network is optimized using a log-likelihood
cost function, given by
C(ω) = −

1 
yi (k) ln[P(y = k | X)]
k
i

(7)

k

where ω = [ ωji , ωkj ] is the vector of network weights.
To minimize the cost function between the actual and desired outputs of
the network, the BP algorithm passes information from the output neuron
backwards to all hidden units to form error terms which are used to update the
weights of the multi-layer network. In this study, a three-layer fully connected
network with 10 hidden units and a single output unit is used.

2.3

Evaluation Methods

To examine how well our Bayesian ANN classiﬁer performs in recognizing arrhythmias, the misclassiﬁcation rate is used to verify that the classiﬁer acquires
the underlying dynamics of the system from the data, and the False Rate is
used to measure the accuracy of the model.
The misclassiﬁcation rate is deﬁned as:

i
MR =
,
i ⊂ {K = O}
(8)
N
where K and O are the target and output classiﬁcation labels, respectively. N
is the number of cases.
Let:
FP = false positives;
FN = false negatives;
TP = true positives;
TN = true negatives; and
UN = classiﬁed as “uncertain”, if applicable.
Then, the False Rate for Positives, False Rate for Negatives and Overall
False Rate are deﬁned respectively as:
FRP =

FP
F P + T P + UN

(9)
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FRN =
FR =

3
3.1

FN
F N + T N + UN

(10)

FP + FN
F P + T P + F N + T N + UN

(11)

Empirical Results
Classification Results

To verify that the Bayesian ANN Classiﬁer acquires the underlying dynamics
of the system from the data, the misclassiﬁcation rate for both training and
testing phases are estimated.
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Table 1: Arrhythmia Diagnosis Results for ANN-based Diagnostic System using
ECG Signals. FR: False Rate.
Case of
Predicted Results
Classes Normal Abnormal FR (%)
Training
Normal
Abnormal
Total
Test
Normal
Abnormal
Total

195
165
360

167
53
220

28
112
140

14.36
32.12
22.50

50
42
92

39
12
51

11
30
41

22.00
28.57
25.00

Fig. 4 shows the misclassiﬁcation rate in the training and test phases respectively. Before training, synaptic connections ωij have random values and the
networks yield large classiﬁcation error. However, as the training processes, the
misclassiﬁcation rate decreases rapidly from initial values and becomes almost
constant after a number of iterations, where one iteration corresponds to one
round of training using all training data. After training, the misclassiﬁcation
rate reduces to 0.225. The corresponding misclassiﬁcation rate for testing is
also small enough to meet the requirements of this study.
The classiﬁcation results for the training and test phases are shown in Fig. 5
(a) and (b), respectively. The output probability from the classiﬁer is rounded
to 1 or 0, depending on the classiﬁcation probability threshold. Examining this
ﬁgure, it may be seen that results labeled as abnormal are clustered towards
higher probabilities, and conversely for results labeled as normal.

3.2

Evaluation of Classification Results

Table 1 shows arrhythmia diagnosis results. The False Rate for training and test
phases is 22.50% and 25.00%, respectively. Therefore, at least 75% prediction
accuracy is obtained in both phases.
Fig. 6 shows the histogram of misclassiﬁcation distributions for the training
and test phases, respectively. Considering Fig. 6, it may be seen that misclassiﬁcations are mainly concentrated on the area where probabilities are estimated
to be between 0.4 and 0.7. We can therefore conclude that the classiﬁcation
results around probability = 0.5 have higher risk for misclassiﬁcation. This also
suggests that if the misclassiﬁcations between 0.4 and 0.7 could be ignored, the
False Rate would be reduced substantially.
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Figure 6: Histogram of Misclassiﬁcation Distribution for (a) Training and (b)
Testing, respectively.

3.3

False Alarm Suppression

A well-known diﬃculty with medical monitoring devices that raise alarms to
alert the physician of problems is the “cry wolf” dilemma: such devices typically follow a conservative strategy of raising false alarms rather than risking a
situation arising where a patient requires attention but no alarm is raised, but
the physician may end up ignoring all alarms if many of them are false.
A dual threshold method is proposed here in an attempt to address this
problem and suppress False Alarm Signals. The basic idea is to adopt a dual
threshold, whereby an uncertainty criterion is introduced for high-risk classiﬁcation outputs lying between Threshold 1 and Threshold 2.
IF:
Output probability > Threshold 1
THEN:
y = Classiﬁcation 1 (Normal)
ELSE IF:
Output probability < Threshold 2
THEN:
y = Classiﬁcation 2 (Abnormal)
ELSE:
y = uncertain class
The two thresholds used in this study are 0.4 and 0.7. These divide the
outputs into three ranges where the low range corresponds to negative predictions, the middle range corresponds to questionable predictions and the high
range corresponds to positive predictions. The wider the threshold band, the
greater the reduction in false alarms, leading to higher prediction accuracy but
also greater uncertainty.
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Table 2: Arrhythmia Diagnosis Results for ANN-based Diagnosis System with
ECG Signals. FR: False Rate.
Case of
Predicted Results
Classes Normal Abnormal Uncertain FR (%)
Training
Normal
Abnormal
Total
Test
Normal
Abnormal
Total

195
165
360

94
22
116

9
86
95

92
57
149

4.62
13.33
8.61

50
42
92

21
3
24

5
24
29

24
15
39

10.00
7.14
8.70

Table 2 shows diagnosis results using a dual threshold of 0.4 and 0.7. The
False Rate for training and test phases is reduced to as little as 8.61% and
8.70%, respectively. Therefore, greater than 90% prediction accuracy is obtained in both phases. However, we get a classiﬁcation response of “uncertain”
between probabilities of 0.4 and 0.7, meaning that such cases should be reviewed
manually by the supervising physician for a ﬁnal decision.
When the thresholds are varied, diﬀerent levels of classiﬁcation accuracy and
uncertainty are obtained. This can be used to control the diagnosis strategy.
When suitable thresholds are chosen in building the Bayesian ANN Classiﬁer,
an optimum balance between False Rate and uncertainty may be found. The
dual threshold method presented here could be applied to suppress false alarm
signals and generate rules about the suppression of alarms. These rules may
also be reviewed by a physician and potentially incorporated into the training
phase of the system.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, an arrhythmia diagnosis system using ECG signals based on
a Bayesian ANN Classiﬁer is presented. The prediction performance of the
system is evaluated by measuring the False Rate. Logistic regression and the
back-propagation algorithm are used to build our Bayesian ANN Classiﬁer. The
classiﬁer acquires arrhythmia properties from the underlying dynamics of the
system, even when the dataset includes incomplete information, such as missing feature values and unclassiﬁed classes. This approach is potentially useful
for generating a pattern recognition model based on given {input, output} sets
to classify future input sets for arrhythmia diagnosis. The capability of uncertainty management with the dual threshold method described here could be
used to control a diagnosis strategy and suppress false alarm signals.
Our future work will focus on evaluating the performance of this system on
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real-world data, to be gathered using the hardware under development in this
project. The design of low-cost, high-performance, simple to use, and portable
equipment for ECG signal monitoring, that oﬀers a combination of diagnostic
features, seems to be a goal that is highly worthwhile. We hope that this system
can be further developed and ﬁne-tuned for practical applications.
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Abstract
Although the finite element analysis method is a well-known
solution for complex engineering design problems, the right choice
of the appropriate finite element type is often a problem even for
experienced engineers. The paper presents a consultative rule-based
intelligent system for finite element type selection. The aim of the
system presented is to propose the appropriate type of the finite
elements to be used for finite element analysis with freeware
program Z88. The most appropriate type of the elements is proposed
considering the problem description given by the user who needs to
answer some questions stated by the system. Several examples will
confirm that an expert system shell written in Prolog enables
efficient use of the knowledge base and adequate communication
between the system and the user. The system has the ability to
explain the inference process. Thus, it can be used as a teaching tool
for inexperienced users – the students. The results of the
experimental use of the system are encouraging and can be used as
guidelines for further developments and improvements of the
system.

1.

Introduction

Looking at the development of technical products, design and analysis are
inseparably linked to each other. The task of the design part is the definition of the
geometry or just the outward appearance. Moreover, this task is responsible for the
working of a design part. Using analysis the durability of a design part is proven.
To prove this, a wide range of necessary analysis fields is used like static,
dynamic, fluid, thermal, electrical or acoustics.
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Nowadays these considerations must be focused on the computer aided product
development process. Especially for the analysis task, there are many computer
tools to cover the mentioned physical problems. The key words are Finite Element
Methods (FEM), Multi Body Systems, Computational Fluid Dynamics, etc.
However, in practice, static analyses are the most common type of analyses.
Therefore and because of its universality FEM is mostly used [1].
Engineering analyses are undoubtedly very important part of design process. The
reliability of the analysis depends on the quality of the model, the computational
accuracy and on the correct interpretation of the results. Despite the fact that
designers have at disposal a wide range of modern computer software dealing with
different kind of engineering analyses, the model preparation and the results’
interpretation are still based mostly on user's experience.
The simplification of the geometry to make it suitable for analysis and the
generation of the finite element mesh model is often the most time-consuming and
costly part of undertaking the Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The estimated costs
for the creation of the mesh model represent up to 80% of the total analysis cost.
Whilst many FEA pre-processors will automatically create the finite element mesh,
such automatic creation still requires data such as the type of the elements, the
mesh density and the position and type of boundary conditions to be applied. The
selection of finite elements is strongly related with the meshing task during the
FEA.
Using inadequate type of element for a certain problem the result quality is usually
very poor and therefore not applicable to justify design changes. There are also
differences looking at the basic polynomial approach (linear or parabolic) and the
geometry of an element (tetrahedral or hexahedral) [2].
One approach to improve the design and analysis process is to express the
knowledge of an expert in terms of rules to follow. If the same generic problem is
to be analysed repeatedly, time can be saved in the creation of the finite element
mesh model if the rules regarding the mesh creation are created once and then
referred to. Many different, more or less intelligent systems were indeed developed
in the last two decades to improve the pre-processing phase of the analysis and
make it less experience-dependent. Most of the systems deal with geometry
simplification [3] and finite element mesh design, from determining the resolution
values for the mesh [4] to re-meshing algorithms [5]. At the same time, the finite
element type selection was considered as relatively easy task. However, nowadays
FEM software offers to the user a wide range of different, but often also very
similar elements. Thus, the selection of the most appropriate type of the elements
to be used for certain analysis became a complex task that requires a lot of
knowledge and experience. Most of designers need the advice which type of the
finite elements should be used for the analysis to get satisfactory results at
reasonable consumption of computing resources. In this paper, we are presenting
the consultative intelligent system that was developed to provide this kind of
advice.
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2.

Finite Element Analysis Program Z88

Z88 is a fast, powerful and compact FEA Program for PC with Linux or Windows
95 operating systems and for Workstations and Number crunchers with the UNIX
operating system. It is mainly developed by Professor Dr.-Ing. Frank Rieg [6]. The
program is hand coded using pure ANSI-C and the true Windows API or UNIX-,
X-, Xt- and Xm- calls. Therefore Z88 is always working with highest speed and all
conveniences using Windows as well as Unix operating systems.
In addition to the program itself, also the source code for Linux is available. The
program is distributed under the GNU General Public License. Z88 comes with a
user-friendly interface, a powerful mesh generator, a DXF- and a COSMOSconverter, a plot program and several powerful solvers. New features of the
current Version 10.0 are the introduction of plate elements and iterative solvers.
The development of the next version is focused on the Graphical User Interface
(GUI), which will be improved using OpenGL technology.
Z88 features 20 finite element types covering truss, beam, plane stress, plate
bending, axial symmetric structures and general three-dimensional structures, from
the most simple torus element No6 with linear shape function to the most complex
very accurate plate element No19 based on Reissner-Mindlin and Lagrange
approach (see Fig. 5). Although, the element library is not as extensive as in
commercial FEA software, many problems can be solved with the current version
of the system. Only for very special applications one has to switch to other
commercial FEA packages.

3.

Architecture of the System

The system presented in this paper was encoded in Visual Prolog version 5.2 [7]. It
is a console application compiled in self-standing executive version that does not
require installation to be used. The system is called Z88FESES, which stands for
Z88 Finite Element Selection Expert System. The program use only 152 KB of
memory space on disk. It is a consultative system, which means that the user is
asked to answer some questions interactively. The running time is short and
depends on
• the number of questions to be answered (from 2 to 5),
• the amount of help requested by the user, and
• the frequency of user amendments to the system proposals.

3.1

Selection Criteria

Finite element selection is based on six different selection criteria. The number of
criteria needed to select the appropriate type of finite elements is case-dependent
and range from 2 for truss structures to 5 for three-dimensional structures. The user
input values for all criteria needed in certain case. Table 1 shows the criteria and
their values determining the most appropriate element type. Grey cells in the tables
denote special cases when certain criterion is not needed to select the element type.
In these cases, the user should not be asked to give the value for such a criterion.
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Table 1 Finite element selection criteria
Structure
dimension
beam

Crosssection

Space
dimension

sym

plane
space

Required
results

Geometry
complexity

Loading
case

circ
truss

plane
space
low
approx

2D

high

simple
complex

low
accurate

high

simple
complex

low
plate

high

simple
complex

low
approx
3D

axisym

high

simple
complex

low
accurate

high

simple
complex

low

simple
complex

approx
general

accurate

high

3.2

Element
type
No13
No2
No5
No9
No4
No3
No3
No7 & No14
No7 & No14
No7 & No14
No11
No18 & No20
No18 & No20
No19
No6
No6
No8 & No15
No8 & No15
No8 & No15
No12
No1 & No17
No1 & No17
No10 & No16
No10 & No16

The Knowledge Base

The knowledge base was developed manually, according to our own experiences
and using the manual for Z88 program [6], where all available finite elements are
described in detail. The knowledge is written in Prolog syntax [8]. Production rules
were chosen as the most appropriate formalism to present the knowledge at
maximum possible clarity and transparency [9].
Three different procedures are used in the knowledge base to present the
knowledge needed to select the appropriate type of finite elements. First, all
available elements are presented to the system by 20 facts, each describing one
finite element (see Table 1), as for example:
available( no1," No.1 - Hexahedron (8 nodes)").

The second procedure in the knowledge base is used to present pairs of differently
shaped compatible elements that can be used for the same type of analysis and can
be combined within the same finite element mesh. For example, elements No10
and No16 are compatible, as they are both three-dimensional elements with square
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shape functions and isoparametric transformation (Fig. 1). Thus, the following fact
is included into the knowledge base:
compatible(no10,no16).

Figure 1 A pair of compatible Z88 finite elements

There are 5 compatible pairs, while the rest of the elements cannot be combined
with each other. When possible, the system should propose a pair of compatible
elements, the better one as a primary selection and the other one as a secondary
choice.
The rules for element selection are the most important part of the knowledge base.
Each row in the Table 1 is represented with exactly one rule. Thus, the present
knowledge base consists of 24 data driven rules. All the conditions that lead to
selection of certain type of element are arguments in the head of the rule, while the
body contains the list of selection criteria values. This list is needed when the user
ask for inference process explanation. The proposed types of the finite elements
are the first two arguments in the head of the rule. In case only one element type is
proposed, both two arguments have the same value. For example, the rule:
chose_element(no13,no13,beam,sym,plane,_,_,_,How) :How = [beam,sym,plane].

proposes element No13 for beams with symmetric cross-section in plane (see 1st
row in Table 1). Only the conditions that are necessary to select the certain type of
element are specified in the rule, while the rest of the arguments remain
anonymous (underscore).

3.3

The Shell of the System

In the last decades, several commercial tools have been developed for building
expert systems [10]. These tools contain a domain independent inference engine,
an empty knowledge base, and a user-friendly interface. With the use of these
tools, development of the intelligent system can be concentrated on the knowledge
representation, while complex inference engine strategies can be neglected.
However, the choice of the suitable knowledge representation scheme and
inference reasoning technique is very important ingredient to the success of the
system. The available tools should therefore be used carefully. For the Z88FESES,
we have built our own program to gain the most efficient correlation between the
knowledge and the program part of the system. The shell of the system is also
written in Prolog syntax. It makes feasible the proper use of the knowledge base
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for finite element type selection (inference engine) as well as the communication
between the user and the system (user interface).
Very important and useful feature of the user interface is its capability to explain
the inference process, by answering the questions why and how.
The shell consists of 120 rules and 28 facts, which are used to define 36
procedures – 2 for inference engine, 30 for user interface, and 4 assistant
procedures, mainly for operations on lists. We did not use “non-standard”
procedures from the libraries to ensure the system can be easily adapted to
different versions of Prolog. As it can be seen from these numbers, the most
complex part of the shell is the user interface, while the inference engine is quite
simple.
Basically, three steps are needed to select the appropriate type of finite elements.
First, the system has to be acquainted with the characteristics of the analysis,
which is the task of the user interface. In the second step, the inference engine
employs the knowledge base to find the suitable type of element. Finally, the user
interface shows the proposal to the user. In case, the user decides to choose the
other pair of primary and secondary type, the inference engine is employed again
to check the compatibility of the elements chosen by the user.

4.

Application of the System

To begin the finite element type selection process the user just needs to run the
executive version of the system Z88FESES. A console window with the system
introduction opens and the application can start.
The type of finite elements to be used for the analysis is determined considering
the selection criteria that are described in section 3.1. The user, who is asked to
answer the questions that are necessary in certain case, sets the values for the
criteria. An example of the communication between the system and the user, while
specifying the first criterion – a dimension of the structure, is presented in Fig. 2.
The user input is following the system prompt sign -->.

Figure 2 Communication while specifying the selection criterion
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For every question stated by the system, the user can ask why the answer is
needed. As it can be seen in Fig. 2, after the explanation is presented to the user
this option is not available any more. However, the user can always ask for help to
get the explanation for all the available options.
Every user input has also a default value presented in the brackets after the list of
available options. In the example presented in Fig. 2, default value is 3, to denote
three-dimensional structure. The user can choose default value by simply pressing
the Enter key. To choose the alternative option the user has to retype the required
choice from the list of available options. In case of mistake, the system does not
only warn the user but also present the advice that should be followed to make a
choice correctly. The list of available options is then repeated and the user can try
again (Fig. 2).
The system proposes at least one finite element type. If possible, a pair of two
differently shaped compatible finite elements is proposed (Fig. 3). Secondary
elements are not as accurate as primary ones. They are meant to be used to increase
or reduce the number of the nodes in particular direction/area. Some of the
elements that are proposed as a second choice also need to be used for data
exchange with CAD systems.

Figure 3 The proposal for two compatible finite elements

After the proposal is presented on the screen, the user can ask the system how the
selection was made. As it is shown in Fig. 4, the inference process explanation
consists of the selection criteria values, the actual proposal and a short description
of the proposed finite elements to enable the user to evaluate the proposal.

Figure 4 An example of the inference process explanation

According to his or her personal knowledge and experience, the user can change
the element types proposed by the system. As it can be seen in Fig. 5, the system
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supports the user in changing the proposed element type by presenting the list off
all available finite elements. The user just needs to make a selection by specifying
the number of element that should replace the proposed one.

Figure 5 User changes to the system proposal

After the user amendments to the element type selection proposal, the system again
present the selected element types on the screen. In this case, the user does not
have choice to ask the system how the selection was made, as he or she made it
manually. Yet, a short description of the selected elements is included in the
presentation output on the screen (Fig. 6).

Figure 6 Presentation of manually selected element types and incompatibility warning

In case the user amendments were made after the compatible pair of finite elements
was proposed, the system checks the compatibility of the elements selected by the
user. Fig. 6 shows the warning appearing if the finite element types specified by
the user are not compatible. In that case, the user has to make another change to
avoid incompatibility. Again, the system provides some advice by presenting the
information which elements can be combined with the selected ones, if any.
The user can also choose only one element instead of two proposed by the system.
To do this, the same element should be selected twice (see explanation on help in
Fig. 6).
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5.

Illustrative Example

The following example illustrates the behaviour and practical value of the system
described. Originally, finite element selection for the analysis was done without
applying Z88FESES system. The system was applied later to compare the proposal
from the system with the type of the finite elements that were actually used for the
analysis.
The analysed part was the press frame shown in Fig. 7. These kinds of presses are
used for punching, bending, embossing and forming operations. The press force
covers the range from 630 to 5000 kN. Fig. 7 shows the 1600 kN version that was
analysed.

Figure 7 CAD-model of the press frame

The frame is a welded mono-block design. The drive is based on a single con-rod
and an engine, which is assembled on the side of the frame. The driving cam is
fixed in the upper part of the frame. The tool and the drive were not included in the
finite element model. Thus, the press force was applied to the position of the
bearings, and in addition, the reacting force presses onto the table. The frame is
fixed on the bottom.
The analysis focuses on the vertical and horizontal deflection of the frame. The
part should be very stiff. Too large displacements in vertical direction affect the
measures of the formed sheet metal, which causes quality assurance problems. Too
large displacements in horizontal direction could clamp the tool. Displacements
should be less than 1 mm, which is small considering the press frame has got a
height of about 3 m and a width of more than 2 m. Therefore, the results of the
FEA have to be accurate.
The requirements mentioned lead to a three-dimensional finite element model
(general structure). Because the geometry complexity is high, the automatic
meshing was used.
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After a few experiments, Z88 element type No16 – tetrahedron with 10 nodes (Fig.
1) was selected as the most appropriate one to be used for the FEA.
To test the performance of Z88FESES, we had to answer 4 questions to describe
the press frame analysis problem to the system. The user input and the system
proposal can be seen in Fig. 4, showing the inference process explanation for the
press frame example. The selection criteria presented in the last row of the Table 1
were used to select and propose a pair of compatible curvilinear Serendipity
volume elements No10 and No16, both with square shape functions (Fig. 1).
As shown in Fig. 4, a description of the proposed elements informs the user that
the primary element No10 is more precise, while the secondary element No16
should be used for data exchange with other CAD systems. Considering a decision
that automatic meshing option provided by the external CAD software should be
used for modelling complex press frame geometry, this is an example of data
exchange between Z88 and other CAD system. Thus, the element No16, which has
been proved as a good choice, would be selected by using the Z88FESES system
as well.

6.

Conclusions

The paper addresses an important application of artificial intelligence in computer
aided design. One of the major bottlenecks in the process of engineering analysis
using FEM – a design of the finite element mesh model – is a subject of
improvement. Currently, defining the appropriate geometric mesh model is very
much case-by-case oriented time-consuming process, based on heuristics or rules
of thumb. Thus, the right choice of the appropriate finite element type is often a
problem even for experienced engineers.
We believe our approach to finite element type selection is quite novel, not so
much because of the techniques used, but because of application domain. In the
last two decades, development of the intelligent systems for finite element mesh
design almost exclusively supported a definition of the mesh density, while the
selection of the appropriate elements type was set aside.
According to our practical experience with FEM systems, we can affirm our
system supports one of the crucial steps of the analysis. The system is easy for use
and user friendly. It is also robust, as the user’s errors do not end with interrupt but
with the system warning usually accompanied with the advice how to correct the
error. The system can explain to the user possible options (help), the reason for
question (why) as well as the inference process (how). User can also change the
results. In spite of all that, the time and memory requirements of the system are
negligible.
The proposal is also explained with a short description of the proposed element
type. We believe this description can be very useful, not only because it informs
the user with basic numerical data about the proposed element, but also, more
important, as it presents some performance experience and the application
recommendations. All this explanations give to the system a great potential to be
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used as a teaching tool for inexperienced users – the students, which has already
been implemented in Maribor and Bayreuth.
At present stage, the knowledge base comprises 24 data driven rules that cover all
20 available elements in Z88 version 10.0 in a way that each element from the list
can be proposed. The architecture of the knowledge base, which is based on
production rules, enables new element types (e.g. shell elements) to be added to
the system easily. Presumably, in this case we would also need to introduce
additional selection criteria. Adding new elements to the system is one possible
future improvement. We also believe that the relation between the element type
and the mesh density should be considered in the decision process.
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Abstract. This paper describes our efforts to provide a collaborative problem
solving architecture driven by semantic-based work o w orchestration and constraint problem solving. These technologies are based on shared ontologies that
allows two systems of very different natures to communicate, perform specialised
tasks and achieve common goals. We give an account of our approach for the
work o w assisted collaboration with constraint solving capabilities. We found
that systems built with semantic (web) based technologies is useful for collaboration and e xible to enhance the system with specialised capabilities. However,
much care must be exercised before correct semantics may be exchanged and
collaborations occur smoothly.

Keywords: Virtual Organisation, Constraint Satisfaction, Business Process Modelling, Business Modelling, IDEF3, Ontology, NIST PSL, Semantic Web, Semantic
Grid.

1 Introduction
Modern organisations are virtual entities composed of heterogeneous resources that
span across geographical space. People working in organisations may locate in different
places but need to work collaboratively to achieve common organisational goals. The
tasks they must accomplish are often non-trivial, requiring specialised expertise and
resources that are distributed across the organisation. The ability to collect and utilise
these distributed knowledge and resources to assist effective collaboration and achieve
common goals often requires more than simple information exchange, but more structured communication and coordination methods are needed.
Work ow and Business Process Modelling are well-recognised techniques for promoting and achieving effectiveness and ef cienc y in the co-ordination of distributed organisational operations [13]. Work ow technology originated from data (control) ow
diagrams. These technologies have been widely deployed and re ned in the elds of
electrical and manufacturing engineering where formal processes are commonly available. It was only recently recognised that informal business processes do share many
common characteristics and may be formalised and described using similar process
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technologies [14]. This recognition and advancement in this area explains the popularity of business process re-engineering and change management [21][18]. Until recent
years, most work ow systems lacked an explicit representation of an underlying process
model ( rst-generation work ow systems). Newer work ow systems use process model
based design and manipulation and are the second generation of work ow systems [5].
We argue that a third generation work ow system may be one that understands and
manipulates semantic rich information and processes and can operate in a distributed
agent based environment.
On the other hand, while coordination is important within an organisation, it represents only one side of collaborative problem-solving. As sub-tasks are progressively
created and organised, we need problem solvers that nd solutions to speci c problems. To achieve a meaningful task, one also has to exchange task-speci c semantic
knowledge between work ow systems and problem solvers. This requirement of semantic knowledge exchange between knowledge-utilising components becomes more
important as tasks get semantically richer and interactions more sophisticated.
As Semantic Web (SW) technologies advance, they provide a exible infrastructure
for the exchange of semantically-rich knowledge. By layering a semantic data model
(RDF Schema) and ontology language (OWL) over the XML syntax layer, the SW
technologies allow software components to interoperate in terms of meaningful realworld entities and relationships rather than simply exchanging XML syntactic structures. Thus, by using RDF and ontologies, we aim to make our integrated system more
open and more interoperable at the level of knowledge interchange. In this paper, we
demonstrate our work through an agent-based work ow system linked with a constraint
problem solver that enables two organisational departments to carry out tasks collaboratively.

2 A Motivating Scenario
Consider a virtual organisation that builds and sells PCs based on customers’ individual
requirements. It has several departments each may locate in different places. Each may
also have certain overlapping domain knowledge with one another and may possess speci c non-overlapping local expertise – that may be data and/or work procedure related.
They need to collaborate and rely on each other to achieve common organisational goals
- i.e. to build and sell customer-tailored PCs.
Our example contains two departments: sales and technical. The sales department
handles user orders and has marketing and cost controlling knowledge. The technical
department is responsible for building PCs. It possesses information about PC hardware components and has the expertise of tting different components to construct a
workable PC, based on given constraints.
We use this example to demonstrate how the different technologies involved may
assist the cooperation of the two departments. Three technologies are used: FBPML [3]
provides process modelling and work ow technologies, KRAFT system [12] enables
specialised support for constraint problem solving and I-X system [20] facilities a user
front-end to manage work ow execution. A brief introduction for each technology, the
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overall bridging conceptual framework and the connecting architecture for the systems
involved are given below.

3 Background Technologies
3.1 Formal Business Process Modelling Language (FBPML)
FBPML adapts and merges two recognised process modelling standards: IDEF3 [15]
and NIST PSL (the Process Speci cation Language) [19]. IDEF3 originated from concurrent engineering disciplines and is one of the richest methods available for process
modelling. It provides relatively comprehensive visual notations, modelling method and
model-building guidelines. These characteristics make IDEF3 a suitable candidate for
capturing processes. Nevertheless, its semantics is informal and its models therefore are
open to interpretation.
On the other hand, NIST PSL provides formal semantics for commonly shared process modelling concepts as well as theories that support temporal reasoning on activities. FBPML combines the two different methods by adapting IDEF3’s rich visual and
modelling methods and mapping those modelling concepts to the formal semantics and
theories of PSL. FBPML has a formal representation that is based on First Order Predicate Logic and has a direct mapping to PSL. As a result, FBPML includes relatively
standard visual notation and process modelling concepts and is applicable to theories
that carries out formal analysis on its process models.
Precise process execution logic has also been added so that virtual work ow machines may be generated and enacted at run-time based on FBPML descriptions, which
is not possible for conventional IDEF3 or PSL models. In addition, FBPML makes use
of a formal data language, FBPML-DL, that provides descriptions for data constructs
and becomes an integral part of a FBPML process description. This explicit representation of data manipulated by a process is also not presented in IDEF3 nor PSL. [3] gives
more details about FBPML.
To collaborate with the KRAFT system, it is necessary that the FBPML data description for the PC con guration domain is mapped to the corresponding KRAFT domain representation. In addition, as the KRAFT system is based on constraint satisfaction technologies, constraints described in FBPML must be interpreted so that KRAFT
system can process them. Figure 1 shows an example FBPML static constraint giving
basic requirements for a PC con guration, i.e. identi cation and allocation of a suitable processor, disk controller and IO device. These requirements will be interpreted
by KRAFT as a request for constructing a standard PC and KRAFT will incorporate its
local technical constraints (described in Subsection 3.3) to nd a suitable solution.
It is also possible to specify the preferred capabilities of cards, or a speci c type
of device. Each requirement is described in either a static or dynamic constraint statement in FBPML. As the above example is a hard constraint, it is represented in a static
constraint in FBPML and may not be modi ed at processing time. Soft or dynamic
constraints are often customers’ preferences that are more exible and may be altered
during the iteration of the process.
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static_constraint(
[ instance_of(processor_x, processor),
instance_of(disk_controller_x,
disk_controller),
instance_of(io_x, io) ],
[ allocate(processor_x, slot1),
allocate(disk_controller_x, slot2),
allocate(io_x, slot3),
instance_of(slot1, slot),
instance_of(slot2, slot),
instance_of(slot3, slot),
total_cost(_M)] )
Fig. 1. Example FBPML Constraint

3.2 I-X technology
I-X [20] has a rich systems integration architecture. It stores process models and supports dynamic instantiation and monitoring of process execution. Different communication strategies can be deployed to enable it to communicate with heterogeneous systems.
Some of those communication methods are exible and modi able at run time. Various
work has been proposed and carried out in different application areas which will seek
to create generic approaches (I-Tools) for the various types of tasks in which users may
engage. Example components are:
– I-DE - A Multi-Perspective Domain Editor providing a modelling environment that
allows the user to use different methodologies and tools via plug-ins.
– I-P2 - I-X Process Panels to support dynamic process change and management of
activity enactment.
– I-Plan - An Intelligent Planning System, which will be used as a work ow process
planning aid in the overall approach.
As the I-P2 component supports hierarchical process decomposition, it is suitable
for our experiment and has been used to provide a user front-end for managing process execution and storing of process models. It has also been used as a communication
medium between different I-X work ow agents and a constraint solver, the KRAFT
system. As I-X is based upon a conceptual framework of <I-N-C-A>, conceptual mapping between FBPML, <I-N-C-A> and KRAFT thus has been carried out and will be
discussed in Section 4.1.
3.3 KRAFT and Constraint Solving
KRAFT (Knowledge Reuse And Fusion/Transformation) is a distributed information
system that emphasizes the use of mobile constraint knowledge to dynamically compose problem instances and tailor them to suit problem solvers [12] [16]. It uses constraints as a uniform formalism to represent domain-speci c knowledge, partially solved
solutions and intermediate results.
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The KRAFT architecture contains “wrappers” that map constraints and data from
heterogeneous resources onto a common shared ontology, named integration schema.
When expressed against a KRAFT domain-wide integration schema, these mobile constraints become self-contained abstract knowledge objects which can move within a
KRAFT-aware agent network.

pc
model(pc) -> string
cpu(pc) -> string
memory(pc) -> integer
has_os(pc) -> os
has_disk(pc) ->> hard_disk

os
name(os) -> string
size(os) -> integer

hard_disk
model(hard_disk) -> string
size(hard_disk) -> integer

Fig. 2. This schema shows three entity classes. The single arrow indicates each pc may have only
one os installed. A double arrow indicates a pc may have multiple hard-disk.

Figure 2 shows an example schema of a PC con guration domain, in which components are put together to form a workable PC. In KRAFT, domain knowledge is
captured as database integrity constraints expressed against the integration schema using the CoLan constraint language [1]. CoLan constraints have evolved from database
state restrictors in the P/FDM database system1 into mobile problem speci cations [7].
Figure 3 shows example CoLan constraints that captures local expertise in the PC conguration domain. The second constraint is a “small print constraint”. “Small print
constraints” captures the semantics of instructions attached to class descriptor for data
objects in a product catalogue database. When a data object is retrieved, these attached
instructions must also be extracted to ensure that the data is properly used. Thus the
attached constraint becomes mobile knowledge which is transported, transformed and
processed in a distributed environment. This approach differs from a conventional distributed database system where only database queries and data objects are exchanged.

constrain each p in pc
to have size(has_os(p))
=< size(has_disk(p))
constrain each p in pc
such that name(has_os(p))="WinXP"
to have memory(p)>=128
Fig. 3. The r st constraint captures the requirement that “the size of the hard disk must be large
enough to store the OS”. The second one is an example of “small print” constraint that conditionally applies only when the installed OS is “WinXP”. Semantically, this constraint attaches to
the WinXP OS.
1

http://www.csd.abdn.ac.uk/∼pfdm/
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Knowledge processing components in KRAFT are realised as software agents that
express a subset of KQML [6]. The underlying language, Colan, has evolved into an
RDF-based Constraint Interchange Format (CIF) [8] [9]. At the heart of the system is a
constraint fusing mediator that combines constraint fragments from distributed sources
(Figure 4). The composed constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) instance is then analysed and compiled into a combination of distributed database queries and a constraint
logic programming (CLP) program. This approach enables the system to cope with the
dynamic nature of both data and constraint knowledge in the distributed environment.
A detailed explanation of the constraint problem formulation and compilation into CLP
code can be found in [11].
user
agent

problem
specification

solutions

solution
database

database

constraint
fusing
mediator

problem
solving
knowledge solutions

data objects
with
constraints

constraint
satisfaction
problem

database

constraint
solver

Fig. 4. Constraint fragments from different sources are fused by the constraint fusing mediator.

4 Connecting I-X and KRAFT
4.1 Mapping Knowledge between FBPML/I-X and KRAFT
Figure 5 gives an overview for a conceptual architecture that enables collaborative problem solving using semantic-based work ow techniques. A horizontal line that divides
the two departments has been used to distinguish our work on the actual realisation
of work ow and the underlying conceptual mapping. As described previously, three
technologies are involved, FBPML, I-X and KRAFT, each underpinned by their own
method ontologies. In this particular case, I-X process panels are used to serve two functions: to provide a process-aware interface for user support and to provide a communication mechanism between two I-X agents and between an I-X agent and the KRAFT
system. As I-X is based upon the conceptual framework of <I-N-C-A> that provides a
human-machine interaction interface for FBPML, FBPML is rstly mapped to <I-N-CA>, as indicated in INCA-FBPML ontology in Figure 5. This enables FBPML business
process models (BPM) to be translated and managed through I-X process panels.
On the other hand, the constraint ontology that underpins the KRAFT system is
mapped with the INCA-FBPML ontology that allows communication between FBPML,
I-X and KRAFT constraint solver. The process of conceptual mapping also indicates
patterns needed for correspondence that form the bodies of communication between
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Fig. 5. Conceptual architecture of collaboration between two (sub)organisations in the PC congur ation domain

systems. The communication processes, indicated by (Com P-i), are a recognised type
of process in FBPML and are clearly labelled in its models.
Domain knowledge in the PC con guration is divided and stored in different departments of the organisation by their functionalities. This domain knowledge is based
upon individual ontologies: the sales and costing ontology and the technical ontology.
As the two departments overlap in their operations, their ontologies are partially shared.
This shared knowledge assists the collaboration between departments of very different
natures. This mimics real-life situations where specialised expertise centres are often
geographically disperse yet collaboration is required between them. The mapping of
the underlying ontologies provides a rich and sound foundation towards exchange of
precise execution semantics as well as ensuring smooth cooperation.
4.2 A RDF-based Collaboration
To achieve collaboration between I-X and KRAFT, several types of semantic knowledge
have to be transported:
– Two partially overlapping domain models describing the semantics and relationships of objects in the application domain,
– I-X issues being passed from the work ow system, representing problems to be
solved,
– Constraints representing requirements to be satis ed for a speci c task,
– Problem solving results giving speci ed requirements.
The semantics of a constraint is expressed against a data model in FBPML and the
corresponding translation in a functional data model of the KRAFT system. An I-X
issue provides a construct to include a problem description that is passed to the KRAFT
CSP solver for solutions in which requirements are expressed in terms of constraints.
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After the execution of the KRAFT constraint solver, solutions are passed back to the
I-X system2 , otherwise “fail” is returned if no solution is found.
Domain Models In the original KRAFT system, we model a domain by a database
schema based on a functional data model, which effectively serves as an ontology that
captures knowledge of classes, attributes and subclass relationships in the domain. The
functional data model is an extended ER model, part of which is mapped into a RDF
Schema (RDFS) speci cation [2]. An interpreter reads meta-data from the database and
generates a corresponding RDFS description, making meta-knowledge web-accessible.
The RDFS fragment in Figure 6 refers to the P/FDM database schema in Figure 2.
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="pc">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=
"http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Resource"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="os">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=
"http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Resource"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="has_os">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#pc"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#os"/>
</rdf:Property>
Fig. 6. RDFS description of a P/FDM database schema

Mapping a P/FDM schema into RDFS has the advantage of making the domain
model available as a web-accessible resource. This is essential for the reuse of domain
knowledge among heterogeneous but RDFS-capable systems. As we will see in the next
section, the domain model expressed in RDFS plays an important role in specifying the
semantics of objects in the domain. A detailed discussion can be found in [8].
Constraints In practice, human-readable CoLan constraints such as those in Figure 3
are compiled into an intermediate format, Constraint Interchange Format (CIF). CIF
expressions are syntactically Prolog terms, which are easier to process by software
components. To make CIF portable, we encode CIF constraints into RDF by de ning
a schema in RDFS for the CIF language, serving as a meta-schema [8]. One satisfying
feature of this constraint interchange format in RDF is that the (name) tags used make
a clean separation between information about logical formulae with the usual connectives, and information about Expressions denoting objects in the data model. Effectively
2

I.e. via the technical to the sales department.
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CIF preserves a layer of rich semantic information while providing the processing convenience of RDF.
Expressions in the CIF language store meta-knowledge about entities, their subtypes, attributes and relationships whose instances are expressed in RDF. This enables a rich data model that is independent of the underlying manipulation mechanism that is suitable for different paradigms such as relational, at les and objectoriented storage. Domain-speci c semantics of these constraints are provided by making URI references from the RDF expressions of constraints onto the domain model
represented in RDFS. This clear separation between constraints on a domain and the
domain model itself enables an effective distribution of reusable yet self-describing
knowledge on the web. This is advantageous for interoperability across different platforms and systems, as well as integration of data from different sources over the Web
[8][17] The full RDF Schema of the CIF language and example constraints are available
at: http://www.csd.abdn.ac.uk/∼schalmer/schema/.
4.3 Communication Architecture

I-X domain
KRAFT domain

Sales
Department

agents,
solver,
etc.

Technical
Department

adaptor

adaptor

INCA/FBPML/Prolog->
FDM/CIF/Prolog
mapper

INCA/FBPML/Prolog->
FDM/CIF/Prolog
mapper

FDM/CIF/XML->
FDM/CIF/Prolog
mapper

FDM/CIF/Prolog->
FDM/CIF/XML
mapper

FDM/CIF/Prolog->
FDM/CIF/XML
mapper

FDM/CIF/Prolog->
FDM/CIF/XML
mapper

issues, constraints & results
in FDM/CIF/XML

Fig. 7. I-X and KRAFT are connected by two bi-directional AKT-Bus-compliant adaptors. Knowledge transported between the two systems is translated as it goes through the adaptors.

While Figure 5 illustrates a conceptual overview of the integrated system, Figure 7 shows the system architecture in which I-X and KRAFT are connected by two
AKT-Bus-compliant communication gateways.3 The simplest form of interaction takes
3

AKT-Bus is a HTTP and RDF-based communication protocol developed in the AKT project to
support the integration of heterogeneous systems.
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a client-server model where I-X sends an “issue” (that contains a problem description)
to KRAFT to resolve and KRAFT sends back the answer. Such a simple interaction
assumes that all required knowledge is readily available and the “issue” can be resolved
in one interaction.
The same architecture, however, can support sophisticated argumentative communication languages in which the two systems are free to exchange messages of constraint
speci cations, partially solved problems and solutions to achieve a more complex task.
Under this arrangement, the two peer systems can be viewed as software agents that
propose constraints, counter-propose constraints and partially solve a CSP, thus modifying the initial problem speci cation. This is especially useful if two departments in
a virtual organisation disagree and/or wish to negotiate new possibilities. This is an
example of the power of Agent Mediated Knowledge Management [9].
The inability to fully exchange knowledge in a virtual organisation is a common
phenomena. One possibility is that different departments do not share a common but
only use a partially overlapping ontology. As a result they can only exchange semantic
knowledge that is commonly understood. For instance, the Technical Department has
the technical details of hardware components, but may not (nor care to) have knowledge
of costing and sales. The Sales Department, on the contrary, may have some general
knowledge about PC components, but is really only specialised in cost calculation and
market prices. One common cause of only partially sharing information may be the
unwillingness to disclose local knowledge. A department may wish to keep its information private for commercial con dentiality reasons, e.g. calculation methods for product
market price based on cost, or protection for advanced and competitive technologies.
Our system copes with this by passing object IDs and constraints referring to entity types declared in the shared part of the ontology, but it encapsulates in different
domains (see Figure 7) the processes that reason about them or access speci c object
properties. Thus we only pass between domains information that the other end ”needs
to know”. The mapping of entity types and constraints between the different representational spaces (I-X/FBPML and KRAFT/CIF) takes place in the mappers shown in
Figure 7.
4.4 Implementing the Work o w
In this experiment, two I-X Process Panels have been used. This enables work items
to be described and transferred between organisations and assists the collaboration between them. The sales and technical units are each represented by the ’Edinburgh’ and
’Aberdeen’ panels indicating their site locations. One of the tasks that needs to be resolved on the Edinburgh site requires technical abilities in PC con guration. The sales
unit of Edinburgh naturally passes this task to its technical counter-part in Aberdeen for
support. As this problem may be resolved using Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP)
solving techniques, the Aberdeen site makes uses of its local CSP solver, the KRAFT
system, provided with the necessary details about the problem. After execution, the
KRAFT system returns the solution (or acknowledge of failure) to the Aberdeen I-X
panel, which returns the solution to the Edinburgh site. If a satisfactory solution was
not found, the sales department may decide to nd alternative answers through new enquiries. Figure 8 gives a screen shot of the two I-X Process Panels, where [10] stores
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a live recording of a system run. Although in this experiment, we have used two IX agents to manage our work ow for simplicity, it is not a limitation and more than
one heterogeneous work ow agents may be involved in the process of collaboration,
provided that appropriate mapping between processes has been carried out.

Fig. 8. Collaboration through I-X Process Panels

5 Conclusion
One vision of the Semantic Web is to enable principled and heterogeneous machine
processing abilities on knowledge rich web resources, and thereby automate execution
of users’ tasks on the web. Our work demonstrates a collaboration between two systems that makes use of semantic rich technologies and uses a semantic web compliant
language for their communication medium.
The two connected systems are of very different natures. The I-X system is workow and process modelling based, whereas KRAFT has a constraint solving representation and problem solving capabilities. The underlying models of the technologies of
the two systems as well as their domain ontologies are rstly mapped onto each other to
enable them to cooperate in a complementary manner. In addition, our chosen communication interface, an RDF based representation, between the systems is relatively open.
It enables us more easily to collaborate with new systems, thus making our framework
extendable with additional specialised functionalities.
Our work has been successful in achieving its objectives, but much mapping effort
was needed in the earlier stages of the project since various concepts could not be
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mapped easily. Practical solutions, such as extending each of the concept sets had to be
found. This echoes existing knowledge sharing and interoperability problems between
any two or more potentially very different but partially overlapping systems that are
well-known in the knowledge systems community [4].
The ultimate goal is to enable a easily and fully interoperable and collaborative Semantic Web, but there are still issues remain to be resolved before this may be achieved.
They are in particular related to semantics that are deeply embedded in a system and its
speci c operation/reasoning mechanism that may not necessarily be fully understood
or translated by another system. Our work demonstrates a small step towards this goal.
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